
HOW TO APPLY COLLIDESCAPE 2x2 PATTERNS 
 

Step 1: Preparing Surface  
Ideal surface temperature range for application: 55ºF to 85ºF. 
 
Surface must be clean and free of dirt, grease, and wax. Use glass cleaner or soapy water to 
clean your surface. 

Tools Needed:  
  Glass Cleaner / Cleaning Solution 

  Clean Towel 

  Squeegee/thick gift card/plastic card 

  Masking Tape  

Step 2: Measure   
Tape a dot pattern strip into position with masking tape in 3 positions: at the top center and 
bottom, making sure your vertical line of pattern is straight by measuring from the window 
edge.  
Step 3: Spacing 
NOTE: If multiple rows are required, make sure each row of dots starts at the same position rela-
tive to the top of the window for a constant, professional finish Use masking tape or a grease 
pencil to mark out even spacing of the pattern onto the glass; 
Using spacing guides provided, tape to the glass at the top and bottom using the guide as an 
alignment aid.  Confirm that the pattern is centered both vertically and horizontally across the 
entire window pane. 
Step 4: Create Hinge  
Once you have your CollidEscape Pattern placed in the right location, remove the masking tape 
at the top, and lay back the top half of the strip. This will create what we call a hinge. Make sure 
to firmly press down your masking tape at the center so that it will hold. 
Step 5: Remove Backing  
Remove the top half of the exposed wax liner backing paper and cut/tear off, so that the top 
quarter of the pre-spacing tape adhesive and dot adhesive are exposed. 
Step 6: Application 
Gently tack the strip back up onto the glass, now using the exposed adhesive to bond to the 
glass, rubbing the length of tape with liner removed down with your fingertips. Firmly bonding 
dots and pre-spacing tape to the surface of the window. 
Now remove the center and bottom tape, and remove the remaining wax liner backing paper, 
and align and tack the remainder of the pattern strip. 
Step 7: Step and repeat  
Repeat steps 4-6 if necessary until the window is covered with each vertical row of dots. 
Step 8: Remove Prespacing Tape  
After the CollidEscape Pattern has been applied, remove the prespacing  tape by peeling it back 
slowly at a 180 degree angle to the surface, leaving the dots below bonded in place on the glass.  
Double check that no dots lifted or remain on the spacing tape (extras provided) 
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